WATER FEATURES

you dream

we deliver

Using the latest in design
technology and construction
methodologies, COST
offers a complete scope
of water feature services:
consulting, mechanical design,
engineering, 3D/scale models,
and construction of both
naturalistic and architectural
features. More than 50 years
of specialty construction
expertise enables us to work
within a variety of complex
materials such as natural and
faux stone, concrete, FRP,
GFRC, decorative metals, and
glass. Combinations of many
of the above materials deliver
the very best in water feature
aesthetics.
COST’s turnkey packages
can also include pools/ponds,
liner placement, lighting,
mechanical, and filtration
installation. Design/build
arrangements are available
through our firm, allowing
owners to rest easy knowing
that their project will meet
their design expectations
and maintain the respective
budget.

Let our dedicated staff of designers, project managers,
construction personnel, and artisans transform your ideas into a
signature feature at your facility. From waterfalls, fountains, rain
walls, and interactive water effects to any other water feature
style you dream, COST will deliver.

WATER FEATURES

FROM CONSULTATION TO COMPLETION...
PROJECT DESIGNERS

We create truly unique water feature attractions by imaginatively blending pools,
fountains, rockwork, sculptures, decorative metals, glass, along with specialty
lighting. Our project designers develop shop drawings using the latest in
AutoCAD, Revit, and other design software to deliver concept sketches to working
drawings. Three dimensional modeling data can be shared with the design and
architectural team for Building Information Modeling (BIM) integration and clash
detection. COST designers will also accommodate “green” methodologies that
can be integrated within our projects.

CONSULTATION & MODELS

COST offers consultation services throughout the entire project or for a specific
phase of the project. We can advise on water feature design and construction,
mechanical requirements, material usage, and methodology. During the preconstruction phase for most of our projects, we design and build highly detailed
three-dimensional virtual or physical models to use for review and approval prior
to beginning the fabrication and construction phases.

FABRICATION

Unlike many specialty construction firms, COST has the capacity to prefabricate
critical pieces of projects within our 144,000-square-foot plant. Our steel shops
allow us to fabricate steelwork for on-site assembly while our mechanical shop
constructs vault systems, complete with pumps, filters, and chemical feeders.
Fabricating these pieces in our plant improves quality control, expedites project
schedules, and increases cost efficiencies.

CONSTRUCTION

Water feature construction requires knowledgeable personnel to complete
projects on time and within budget. Our artisans, skilled in water feature
construction, bring to life the ideas developed through design and modeling. We
promote a safe work environment and employ a full-time safety engineer to ensure
compliance with COST’s OSHA Safety Program and to monitor our HAZCOM
and environmental guidelines. As an industry-leading theme construction firm, we
implement the latest in lean construction practices to ensure the most timely, efficient,
and cost effective approaches are taken from project design through construction.
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